Abstract. We give an elementary proof that Talagrand's sub-Gaussian concentration inequality implies a limit shape theorem for first passage percolation on any Cayley graph of Z d , with a speed of convergence log n n 1/2 . This slightly improves Alexander's bounds from [Al97]. Our approach, which does not use the subadditive theorem, is based on proving that the average distance Ed ω on Z d is close to being geodesic. Our key observation, of independent interest, is that the problem of estimating the rate of convergence for the average distance is equivalent (in a precise sense) to estimating its "level of geodesicity".
Introduction
First passage percolation (FPP) is a way to randomly perturb the distance on a connected graph. Let us recall how this random process is defined.
Consider a connected non-oriented graph X, whose set of vertices (resp. edges) is denoted by V (resp. E). We first define the notion of weighted graph metric on V. For every function ω : E → (0, ∞), we equip V with the weighted graph metric d ω , where each edge e has weight ω(e). In other words, for every x, y ∈ V, d ω (x, y) is defined as the infimum over all path p = (e 1 , . . . , e m ) joining x to y of ℓ f (p) := m i=1 ω(e i ). Denote by d the graph metric on V, corresponding to the constant function ω = 1.
Let ν be a probability measure supported on [0, ∞). The random metric of first passage percolation consists in choosing the weight ω(e) independently according to ν. Note that Ed ω (x, y) defines a distance on V, that we call the average distance and denote byd(x, y).
A central result in FPP is the following Gaussian concentration inequality due to Talagrand. , u .
Theorem. [Ta95, Proposition 8.3]). Suppose that ω(e) has an exponential moment: i.e. there exists c > 0 such that E exp(cω(e)
1.1. A quantitative limit shape theorem for Cayley graphs of Z d . Basic assumptions. In order to avoid useless repetitions, let us once and for all list the technical assumptions on the edge's length distribution ν, that will be required in most of our statements.
• (A1) We assume that ν has an exponential moment (this assumption can probably relaxed but we choose not to focus on this aspect here).
• (A2) We also suppose that there exists a > 0 such thatd(x, y) ≥ ad (x, y) for all x, y ∈ V.
When one works with the standard Cayley graph of Z d , the second assumption is satisfied exactly when ν({0}) < p c , where p c is the critical probability of percolation on Z d [Ke86] . For more general graphs, we show that the second condition is fulfilled provided that ν({0}) < 1/k, where k is an upper bound on the degree of the graph (see Corollary A.2).
Observe that by triangular inequality,d ≤ (Eω(e))d. In the sequel we denote b := Eω(e). It follows that under our second assumption, d andd are actually bi-Lipschitz equivalent, more precisely, (1.1) ad ≤d ≤ bd.
We shall adopt the following notation: given v ∈ V and r > 0, letB(v, r) (resp. B ω (v, r)) denote the ball of radius r for the average distanced (resp. for the random distance d ω ).
Our main result is the following theorem. 
The fact that the rescaled ball converges to a convex body was first proved by Kesten [Ke86] , extending previous work by Richardson [R73] and Cox-Durrett [CD81] (for background see [GK12] [Ke86] [Ah14] ). The first quantitative estimates, given by Kesten [Ke93] , depended on the dimension. These estimates were later improved by Alexander [Al97] who proved an error term in O(n 1/2 log n). More recently, a Gaussian estimate for the lower tail has recently been obtained under a quadratic moment condition in [DK14] (see also [Ku, Z08, Z10] ). Following the strategy of proof of [Al97] (itself inspired from [Ke93] ) they manage to deduce the right-hand side inequality of (1.2) under this low moment condition.
Although Theorem 1.1 seems to be new, it only represents a modest improvement of the main result of [Al97] , and is likely to remain far from optimal. Indeed, we recall that physicists believe that the error term for Z 2 should be n 1/3 . However, it is not clear what rate should be expected in higher dimensions (see [Ke93] for a more detailed account and the relevant references).
Maybe more interesting than the result itself is its (self-contained) proof. On the one hand, it breaks down the main result into two independent statements that we shall describe below: one is a straightforward bound on the fluctuations about the average distance, while the other one bounds the speed of convergence of the rescaled average distance to the limit norm. This last step can also be decomposed into two results, one which is based on (A 1 ) and is valid for any graph with polynomial growth, and the other one is a purely geometric statement that explicitly uses the abelian group structure of Z d . Another interesting feature of this new approach is the fact that it does not use the subadditive ergodic theorem, unlike the previous ones. In [BT14] , we exploit this to obtain a limit shape theorem for any Cayley graphs of polynomial growth, which did not seem to be doable by previous methods.
1.2. Fluctuations around the average metric / Speed of convergence for the average metric. We now describe the two main estimates that are needed in our proof of Theorem 1.1. Let us start with the following straightforward consequence of Talagrand's concentration inequality. 
We deduce from the previous proposition that there exists C ′ such that for a.e. ω there exists n 0 such that for all n ≥ n 0 , one has
The complementary (and main) step in the proof of Theorem 1.1 therefore consists in estimating the speed of convergence of the rescaled ball for the average distance on Z d . 
1.3. On how to quantify being geodesic "in an asymptotical way". In order to explain the strategy behind the proof of Theorem 1.3, we need to introduce the notion of strong asymptotical geodesicity. Before giving a formal definition, let us review two important properties of a (discrete) geodesic metric space.
Recall that a graph satisfies the following two (equivalent) properties:
• for any x, y ∈ X, such that d(x, y) = n, there exists a sequence x = x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n = y such that d(x i , x i+1 ) = 1 for all 0 ≤ i < n;
• for every n < n ′ and every x ∈ X, the distance from any point in B(x, n ′ ) to B(x, n) is at most n ′ − n. This can also be formulated as
where [A] t denotes the t-neighborhood of the subset A.
This suggests at least two ways of defining being geodesic "in an asymptotical way". The first one is called "inner metric" in [Pa83] , or "asymptotical geodesic metric" [B] , and the second one is "monotone geodesic metric" as defined by the author in [Te07] . The space X is asymptotically geodesic if for all ε > 0 there exists α such that for all x, y ∈ X, there exists a sequence x = x 0 , . . .
Monotone geodesicity is defined by requiring the existence of a constant T such that for all x and all r,
One can make the latter "asymptotical" by requiring T to be a unbounded function of r.
Asymptotical geodesicity was used by Pansu to obtain a limit shape theorem for Cayley graphs of nilpotent groups [Pa83] , while monotone geodesicity was used to bound the size of the spheres in graphs with the doubling property. In some sense both notions have to do with controlling the error terms when estimating the size of large balls. It is therefore not surprising that the notion that we need here is a quantitative combination of these two. 
where α = d(x, y)/m; and for all large enough r,
, where [A] t denotes the t-neighborhood of the subset A.
1.4. The average metric is strongly asymptotically geodesic. The proof of Theorem 1.3 relies on the following result, of independent interest. Observe that the only geometric property of the graph that is required is some subpolynomial volume growth condition 1 . It applies for instance to first passage 1 Since we suppose (A 2 ), it is implicitly assumed that the degree of X is bounded.
percolation on fractal graphs, nilpotent Cayley graphs (see [BT14] ), or random environments such as the infinite cluster of subcritical percolation on Z d . 
The idea behind the proof of Proposition 1.5 is relatively simple: it consists in exploiting the concentration inequality (A 1 ) to show that sinced is close to d ω with large probability and since d ω is geodesic, thend cannot be too far from being geodesic. However, a difficulty arises from the fact that (A 1 ) only implies thatd(x, y) is close to d ω (x, y) at some scale of the order of d(x, y). This mainly explains why the proof is not so short.
Let us be more precise about what we mean by "d ω is geodesic": by definition, for all x, y ∈ V there exists a simple path p = (e 1 , . . . , e k ) in X joining x to y, and such that d ω (x, y) = i ω(e i ). Such a path will be called an ω-geodesic between x and y. 
It is now clear that Theorem 1.3 results from Proposition 1.6 (for δ =d, and φ(α) = (α/ log α) 1/2 ) and Proposition 1.5. We hope that Proposition 1.6 will be useful for future attempts to improve the known estimates -both from above and from below-on the speed of convergence in Theorem 1.3.
Organization. In §2 we provide the very quick proof of Proposition 1.2. Section 3 is dedicated to the proof of Proposition 1.5. These first two sections are the only ones concerned with probabilistic arguments (recall that these statements are proved for general graphs with a sub-polynomial growth condition). In the last two sections ( §4 and §5) we prove both implications of Proposition 1.6, which is a statement about invariant metrics on Z d . The different sections can be read independently.
Aknowledgement. I am grateful to Itai Benjamini for attracting my attention to this beautiful subject and for many inspiring discussions.
Proof of Proposition 1.2
Let D be a constant to be determined later. Applying Talagrand's theorem, we obtain that for all large enough r, and all x, y such that d(x, y) ≤ r,
2 ), we deduce that for all large enough r, and all
Hence for n large enough,
n . Proposition 1.2 now follows from the fact that n r −2 n < ∞.
The average metric is strongly asymptotically geodesic
The goal of this section is to prove Proposition 1.5. Let us start by proving (1.5), which is the easiest part, and exclusively relies on the conclusion of Proposition 1.5. Let r be a large positive number and let ε = r log r 1/2 . Up to changing the constants, Proposition 1.5 implies that there exists c > 0 such that for all large enough r, and for a.e. ω,
On the other hand, by Proposition 1.5, every edge in B(o, 2br) has length at most r/N (up to changing the constant c > 0). Consider some ω-geodesic γ from o to some x ∈ B ω (o, (1 + 1/N)r) \ B ω (o, (1 − 1/N)r) and let i be the largest integer such that γ(i) ∈ B ω (o, (1 − 1/N)r). We have
Moreover, we have
So we have d ω (x, γ(i)) ≤ 3r/N. But again by Proposition 1.5,
We deduce thatd
therefore proving (1.5).
Let us turn to the proof of (1.4). Actually we shall prove a stronger statement: 
where
We assume throughout that (A 1 ) and (A 2 ) are satisfied. 
where ε ≤ C log r r 1/2
.
Proof. The probability of such an event is at least
so taking for instance ε = (2d+2) log r c 2 C 2 r 1/2 , we get that the above probability is at least 1 − C 1 r −2 . So the lemma easily follows from the fact that 
and
Proof. Up to replacing λ by 1 − λ and exchanging x and y, one can assume that λ ≤ 1/2. We pick some ω as in Lemma 3.2, with c = min{1/2, c ′ /4}, and we assume that β large enough so that ε ≤ 1/100. Let γ be some ω-geodesic between x and y.
First of all, note that γ cannot escape from the ball B(o, r). Indeed, suppose there is 1 ≤ i ≤ k such that d(o, γ(i)) = r, then by triangular inequality, d(x, γ(i)) ≥ r/2. So Lemma 3.2 implies that (using that ε ≤ 1/100 ≤ 1/2)!)
which contradicts the fact that
By Proposition 1.2, when r is large, for a.e. ω, the maximum of ω(e) over all edges on γ is at most εd ω (x, y). Therefore, one can find λ − ε ≤ t ≤ λ + ε and a vertex z ∈ γ such that d ω (x, z) = td ω (x, y). By triangular inequality we have 
On the other hand we also have
which proves the claim. We now apply Lemma 3.2 to obtain (using that λ ≤ 1/2)
So we deduce by triangular inequality that
So we are done.
We start proving a special case of Proposition 1.5 where m = 2 k . 
Proof. We let r 0 = r ′ 0 :=d(x, y). We let n ∈ N be such that 2 n < r 0 ≤ 2 n+1 . Assuming that n is large enough so that 2 n ≥ β, where β is the parameter appearing in Corollary 3. ≥ β, we find a sequence r 1 , . . . , r k , . . . , satisfying
and a sequence of finite sequences of vertices
Lemma 3.5. There exists a constant A such that for all k such that r
Proof. Let us first prove the right inequality, the other one being similar. Let k ≥ 2, and observe that
We do the following change of variable:
from which we easily deduce that A k is bounded by some A only depending on C.
In what follows, we assume that k is such that r ′ k ≥ β. We deduce from the lemma and from the fact that r k ≥ r 0 /2 k ≥ 2 n−k (which follows by triangular inequality) that
for some constant C ′ . Taking the log and using that log(1 + x) ≤ x for x ≥ 0, we have
, and therefore A2 n−k is supposed to be larger than β. Up to enlarging β if necessary we can assume that C"(n − k) 1/2 2 −(n−k)/2 ≤ 1. Then, using that exp(x) ≤ 1 + 2x, for all 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, we deduce that there exists a constant C such that
where α = r 0 /2 k . We prove similarly that
We deduce from (3.3) and (3.4) that there exists a constant C such that for every 0
where α = r 0 /2 k . So Proposition 3.4 follows.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. It is now easy to deduce Proposition 3.1 from Proposition 3.4 and Corollary 3.3. Indeed, choose k such that 2 −k−2d (x, y) ≤ ∆ ≤ 2 −k−1d (x, y) and assume that a sequence x 0 = x, x 1 , . . . , x 2 k = y as in Proposition 3.4 has been constructed. We start observing that for each 0
. So we apply Corollary 3.3 to x = x i , y = x i+1 , and
It is now easy to check that the sequence x = z 0 , z 1 , . . . , z m−1 , z m = y satisfies the conclusion of Proposition 3.1.
Strong asymptotical geodesicity implies limit shape
This section is dedicated to the proof of "(i) implies (ii)" in Proposition 1.6. Given a subset A of R d , and t ∈ R, we denote tA = {ta, a ∈ A}, and AB = {a + b, a ∈ A, b ∈ B}. So in particular A n = {a 1 + . . . + a n , a i ∈ A}. We fix a norm · 0 on R d . Recall that the Hausdorff distance between two compact subsets A and B of R n is defined as Note that since d and δ are both bi-Lipschitz equivalent to · 0 , (ii) is equivalent to the fact that there exists a norm · , C > 0 and n 2 such that for all n ≥ n 2 ,
For convenience, in the sequel, we shall omit the suffix δ for the δ-ball. Denotê B(0, r) the convex hull of B(0, r).
Preliminary lemmas.
In what follows, we suppose that (i) is satisfied. The following lemma is the only place where we actually use this assumption.
Lemma 4.1. There exists C ′ such that for all M ∈ N and all r ≥ M,
Proof. First, note that
The left inclusion simply follows from triangular inequality, while the right inclusion results from (1.4). Recall that in restriction to Z d , · 0 and δ are biLipschitz equivalent, so there exists a constant G > 0 such that δ(x, y) ≤ G x−y 0 for all x, y ∈ Z d . Then, using (1.5), we have
Hence the lemma follows with
We let L be an integer ≥ 2 to be determined later.
Corollary 4.2. For all r ∈ N, there exists C" (depending on L) such that for all m
Proof. Applying Lemma 4.1 yields that the left-hand term is at most
, we deduce the corollary with C" = LC ′ .
We now proceed to a innocent-looking lemma, that nevertheless concentrates the main feature of Z d that is needed for the proof. 
So in particular,
and we let C = max{C 0 , C"/4}, where C" is the constant of Corollary 4.2. Recall that η : R + → R + is a function that satisfies lim λ→∞ η(λ)/λ = 0 and for all λ > 0, φ(λr) ≤ η(λ)φ(r).
Initial step:
Since C ≥ C 0 , we have that (4.1) holds for k = 0.
Induction hypothesis:
We let k ≥ 1, we assume that (4.1) holds for all k ′ < k, and we let r ∈ N such that r ≥ L k .
We have, by triangular inequality,
Note that the third term is zero, and that the two first ones are special cases of the two last ones, corresponding to m = 1. Hence it is enough to bound the last two terms. By Corollary 4.2,
To deal with the fourth terms, we apply Corollary 4.4 and the induction hypothesis as follows:
The last two inequalities result from our choice of L and C. Combining this inequality with (4.4) proves (4.1), i.e. that
which ends the proof that (i) implies (ii).
Limit shape implies strong asymptotical geodesicity
The aim of this section is to prove that (ii) implies (i) in Proposition 1.6. The proof is rather straightforward, so we will only prove (1.4), leaving (1.5) to the reader.
Observe that since δ is an invariant distance on Z d , (ii) is equivalent to the fact that there exists C > 0 and α > 0, such that for all x, y ∈ Z d such that δ(x, y) ≥ α, , y) ) .
Since φ is doubling, and since for δ(x, y) large enough, x − y /2 ≤ δ(x, y) ≤ 2 x − y , up to changing the constant C, we have
. 
Let us assume that α = y − x /m is large enough, so that
This is possible thanks to the fact that lim r→∞ φ(r)/r = 0.We deduce that
Since φ is increasing, we deduce from (5.1) that
Combining these two inequalities with (5.2), and assuming α large enough so that C/φ(α) ≤ 1/2, we deduce 1 − C φ(α) Proof. For simplicity, let us assume that a = 0. The assumption implies that there exists δ > 0 such that λ := ν([0, 0 + δ]) < 1/q. Let ε > 0 to be determined later. Let γ be an ω-geodesic between x and y with ω-length ≤ εd(x, y), and with length n (note that n ≥ d(x, y)). Assume that such a path admits N edges of ω-length ≥ δd(x, y). It follows that δN ≤ εn, so we deduce that N ≤ εn/δ. This imposes that at least (1 − ε/δ)n edges of γ have ω-length ≤ δ. Recall that by Stirling's formula, given some 0 < α < 1, the number of ways to choose αn edges in a path of length n is ∼ n n (αn) αn ((1 − α)n) (1−α)n = (1/α) αn (1/(1 − α) (1−α)n .
Thus the probability that γ has ω-length at most εn is less than a universal constant times λ On the other hand, the number of paths of length ≤ n is at most q n . We deduce that for this choice of ε, the probability that d ω (x, y) ≤ (1 + ε)ad(x, y) is at most a constant times (λ ′ q) n ≤ (λ ′ q) d(x,y) , which converges to 0 as d(x, y) → ∞. This proves the lemma.
Corollary A.2. Let X = (V, E) be a graph of degree ≤ q. We assume that (A 1 ) is satisfied, and that ν({0}) < 1/q. Then there exists a" > 0 such thatd(x, y) ≥ a"d(x, y) for all x, y ∈ X.
Proof. By the previous lemma, applied with a = 0, there exists r 0 , and some a ′ > 0 such thatd(x, y) ≥ a ′ d(x, y) as soon as d(x, y) ≥ r 0 . On the other hand, the assumption implies that there exists δ > 0 such that c := ν([0, δ]) < 1. Since the degree is at most k, the probability that the ω-length of all vertices issued from a given vertex is at least δ, is at least (1 − c) k . Hence the distance between two distinct points is ≥ (1 − c) k δ. The corollary follows by taking a" = min{a ′ , (1 − c) k δ/r 0 }.
